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All musicians rely on monitoring the sound they produce; they depend on acoustic support.  When musicians play in groups, they also need to hear each other in order to be able
to play in time together and balance how loudly they play.  In musical terms one says they need to achieve 'ensemble'.  Both for support and ensemble, sound needs to be
reflected back to the performers.  An overhead reflector above the stage is a typical component, for instance.  Not only is the amount of sound reflected back important but also
when it arrives and from which directions.  This study aims to extend our understanding of what sound reflections musicians need to receive and how this can be achieved in
concert halls.

The study will be conducted with the help of orchestral musicians; the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra have shown interest in working with us.  From working with them and
possibly other musicians as well, we hope to find out which halls they like and dislike.  We will make physical acoustic measurements in these halls in order to discover which
characteristics are important for performances by orchestras.  We shall also be conducting tests with acoustic scale models to find out in more detail how concert hall stages work
and to look at the different sorts of acoustic contribution that acoustic reflectors make.  (Scale models allow us to study behaviour in miniature with good accuracy, particularly
where diffraction occurs as with finite size reflectors; computer models, though less accurate, will also be used.)

As a subsidiary study, we shall look at the large number of architectural plans available of concert halls round the world.  We will use these for a geometrical study of existing
stages to inform our more detailed study of British concert hall stages.

In some ways the problems of stage acoustics may seem straightforward: large hard surfaces reflect sound according to simple laws of reflection and presumably the more sound
reflected back to musicians the better.  The study of concert hall stage acoustics is not new and its history goes back over 15 years.  However the requirements for good stage
acoustics are still only vague and the physics of reflections is complicated by diffraction behaviour.  The Danish acoustician Gade has proposed a quantity that can be measured
on stages, but while it is adequate to pick very good and very bad stages, it is not very accurate in between.

We plan to find out more about how accurate Gade's support measure is, to find out how much sound musicians like to receive soon after it has left their instrument and to find out
how much they value later sound reflected from surfaces further away.  Their preferences will differ depending on which instrument they play.  Once we have found what they
prefer, the acoustic study of actual stages and the study the possible contributions of typical surfaces around stages will, we hope, result in new recommendations for good stage
design.  Of course, a concert hall stage must also be designed to be seen by the whole audience; this acts as a constraint on possible solutions.

This study is novel in that it will use symphony concert conditions as its focus.  Some work has been done by others looking at chamber music conditions.  The study of the
physical acoustic conditions on stage will be in much more depth than earlier research.

We trust that this study will help to improve conditions for orchestral musicians and be valuable for concert hall managements and the acoustic consultants who advise them.  The
work will be presented at acoustics meetings and published in international journals.

Summary
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The project was directed at establishing the acoustic requirements of orchestral musicians on concert hall stages.  Both subjective and objective studies were undertaken.

Questionnaires were completed by orchestral musicians from a total of eight orchestras.  The link with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra was particularly valuable.  Objective
acoustic measurements were made in real auditoria, in acoustic scale models and in computer simulation models.

The basic programme proposed for the project was followed.  Overall the project was very successful and revealed that new approaches are needed regarding concert hall stage
acoustics.  In particular, the study showed that the traditional measured quantity for assessing the acoustics of stages (Support STearly) was of little use for orchestral
performance.  The following conclusions were reached:

1. that the acoustic requirements for a stage for small numbers of performers (chamber music) are different to those for a stage for a symphony orchestra.

2. a key difference is that, with an orchestra, sound from one musician to another has to travel 'through' other musicians which has the effect of attenuating it.  Sound reflections
off the stage enclosure are generally needed to compensate for this.  Using risers on stage generally improves communication between musicians, but is not by itself sufficient.

3. the prime requirement of orchestral musicians is to be able to hear all the other musicians in the orchestra.  Hearing other musicians who are the furthest away is likely to be the
most difficult.

4. while an overhead reflector might appear to be the best means for providing acoustic reflections to assist musicians, it tends to enhance sound from musicians at middle
distance but not help musicians wanting to hear their colleagues at large distances.  Reflections arriving from surfaces to the sides of the stage tend to be preferred compared with
overhead reflections.  An overhead reflector, if it is too low, can also result in the sound level on stage becoming excessive.  A reflector height of about 13 m appears to be the
minimum for good ratings by musicians.

5. a good correlation was found between the overall judgement of the acoustics by musicians and the ratio of the height to width of stages; narrow high stages were preferred.
The height is the distance from the stage up to the ceiling or reflector above the stage, while the width is that across the front of the stage.

6. one characteristic which is important for musicians, but not the most important, is to be able to hear a response from the auditorium.  A good correlation was found between
their ability to hear this auditorium sound and the objective quantity Gl, the late sound level.

7. no acoustic objective parameter was found which correlates well with musicians' preferences for individual stages.  In other words, there is so far no replacement for STearly
(mentioned in the introduction above) which has been included in an ISO standard as a method for assessing stage acoustics.

8. for practical reasons, acoustic measurements on real stages are usually made without musicians present.  It was found that measurements without people are probably of
limited value.  Objective assessment of stage acoustics using either acoustic scale models or computer simulation modelling may well be more valuable.

9. during the grant period, results have been published by others which in general support the conclusions of this project.  In simple terms, we and they conclude that too many
reflections back to the orchestra can cause problems for the musicians at least as great as having too few reflections.

The on-going results of the project have been reported at three conferences during the grant period and are available in the relevant proceedings.  It is planned to publish a series
of papers in refereed journals to publicise the results of the project.

Final Report Summary


